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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this research was to determine the relationship between pole vault warmup and competition performance in a sample 
of 16 collegiate vaulters over 60 observations. Pole vault athletes are given time to warm up in the same area that the competition 
will take place. This prompted investigation into whether better warmup performance could indicate better familiarity with the 
performance environment, and whether this could translate to the competition. The number of warmup vaults taken was also 
considered. Participants were observed during multiple warmup periods and data was collected on warmup performance. The 
findings indicate a significant correlation between instances in which participants displayed their best warmup scores and their 
best competition performances, likewise with their worst. Also, participants who took more warmup vaults performed 
significantly better on average. Athletes and coaches should consider implementing warmup practices that emphasize familiarizing 
oneself with their performance environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Compared to practice, competitions often require athletes to perform under new or more challenging circumstances. The 
competition conditions external to the athlete constitute the performance environment, and can influence multiple skills relevant 
to athletic performance such as perceiving distance,1,2 memorizing distance,3 and perceiving velocity.4 Familiarity enhances one’s 
ability to perform physical tasks such as navigating,5 coordinating motor responses,6 and approaching a predetermined target 
within that environment.7 This relationship is also evident when considering the phenomena of the “home field advantage” with 
home teams winning significantly more competitions across multiple sports and leagues.8 In soccer, this effect was significantly 
reduced when home teams changed stadiums, suggesting the advantage came from familiarity with the conditions of the arena.9 
This raises the question whether increasing one’s familiarity with their performance environment would positively influence their 
performance within a competition.  

Track and field events such as the long jump and pole vault are unique to other events and sports in that athletes are allowed a 
“warmup period” before the event starts using the same area and performing similar jumps to what they will during the 
competition. In the case of the pole vault, the warmup period is usually 30-60 minutes long and athletes will take turns using the 
runway and landing area to perform multiple vaults as they will eventually in the competition. Panteli et al. (2016) explored how 
the environment and task influenced long jumpers’ visual step regulation and found that jumpers exhibited better step regulation 
and accuracy when the task more closely mimicked a full long jump sequence rather than shortened drills.7 They also exhibited 
better performance on approach drills when performing this task on the long jump runway they normally used rather than a flat 
track. These results indicate that familiarity with the environment and executing the complete task leads to better performance of 
elements within that task. Completion of a vault in the pole vault occurs when the athlete builds speed on the runway, plants their 
pole into a box, swings upside down, and finally launches themselves into the air in an attempt to clear a horizontal bar. Every 
one of these distinct stages is vital to a successful pole vault attempt,10 making the pole vault an ideal event to investigate the 
importance of task completion.  

The current study investigated the relationship between warmup and competition performance in the pole vault. Besides there 
being no bar to clear during the warmup period, the warmup and competition environments are held constant, making a measure 
of the completeness of each vault an ideal indicator for warmup performance. Based on the prior research, a higher level of 
completeness of warmup vaults will indicate better mastery of the competition environment. The total number of warmup vaults 
will also be considered as repetition contributes to familiarity.11,12 We hypothesize that better performance during the warmup 
period, as measured by vault completeness, will be associated with better performance during the competition. Based on the 
research pertaining to familiarity and performance cited earlier,5-7,11,12 we also hypothesize that more warm up vaults will be 
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associated with better competition performance. The findings of this study may provide insight into the relationship between 
performance and environment within the pole vault and may help coaches increase the effectiveness of practices during the 
warmup period. 
 
METHODS 
Participants 
A total of 16 pole vaulters, 7 male and 9 female, participated in the current study and were selected based on convenience. The 
number of males in their first, second, third, and fourth year of collegiate competition were 4, 0, 2, and 1, respectively (M= 2.00, 
SD= 1.20). The number of females were 1, 2, 5, and 1, respectively (M= 2.67, SD= .82). All participants were NCAA Division II 
collegiate athletes attending a midwestern university and ranged from 18-21 years of age at the start of the study. The average 
personal records, in meters, for males and females at the start of the study were 4.58m (SD= .33) and 3.62m (SD= .33), 
respectively. This sample demographic was chosen because competition at this level requires a substantial degree of technical 
proficiency that allowed standardization of measures that were based on form. Written informed consent was obtained from all of 
the participants. Approval for this study was obtained from the university’s institutional review board (reference number: 20-117-
H) and athletic department. 
 
Procedure 
Testing occurred at the same indoor track and field arena at seven different pole vault competitions that adhered to NCAA rules 
and regulations. These took place over the course of 45 days. The participants were observed by one of two trained research 
assistants during the warmup period only, both who had extensive prior knowledge and experience with the pole vault. A test of 
interrater reliability was conducted where both observers independently scored the same 16 warmup vaults performed by four 
different participants (four vaults each) during the first pole vault competition of the study. The scores were then compared via 
Pearson correlation, r(14) = .97, p  .001. Observers were instructed to interact with the participants as little as possible. Data was 
collected on each warmup jump performed by each participant. Data was only collected on warmup jumps from the longest 
approach used by the participants in warmups in an effort to match the data with expected competition conditions. The data was 
written on a coded template after each vault. 

The data recorded during observations consisted of the completeness score of each warmup vault for each participant that was 
competing that day (Table 1). Completeness was measured on a 0-3 scale based on how far the participant proceeded through the 
stages of the vault: a score of zero represents a vault in which the participant did not leave the ground, a score of one represents 
when the participant left the ground but made little or no movement to swing the body upside down, a score of two represents 
when the participant left the ground and swung upside down so their legs went past parallel with the ground, and a score of three 
represents when the participant left the ground, swung upside down, and made a concerted effort to mimic clearing a bar as they 
would in a competition (Figure 1). An obstacle such as a practice bungee did not need to be present to achieve a score of three. 
 

 
Apart from the data collected during observations, the participants’ performance in the competitions as well as their personal 
records were obtained from the public domain via “athletic.net.” 

Participants’ competition performance was measured by using a ratio of the height scored in competition (CH) to the participant’s 
personal record (PR) at the time of that competition. This allowed for the comparison of all the participants regardless of 
individual differences in competency or experience. This calculation resulted in a performance score typically ranging from zero 
(in the case a participant did not make any height) to one (the participant tied their PR). If a participant vaulted a new PR, a score 
greater than one would result, and the new PR would be used in the calculation for subsequent competitions. This was done to 
control for any maturation that occurred over the course of the study.  

The main analyses consisted of comparing competition performance with multiple variations of the warmup scores via Pearson 
correlation. Competition performance was also compared with the total number of warmup vaults taken (TWUV). In addition to 

Participant Warmup Vault Number 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 Completeness Score on 0-3 Scale 

A 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 
B 0 0 1 1 2 NA NA 
C 1 1 2 2 3 3 NA 

Table 1. Example of fictional observational data. “NA” is used in instances where the participant took less than that number of warmups. 
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the average scores for all of the warmup vaults for a given competition (S), the average of all of the warmup vaults except the first 
(SE1) and the average of the last three warmup vaults (SL3) were included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

The “SE1” measure was used because a vast majority of all first warmup jumps scored a one, suggesting participants were 
intending to score this as a form of a warmup drill. The “SL3” measure was used to test if the last three warmup vaults had more 
influence than the preceding ones. One point to note is that these measures included instances in which a participant did not 
make any height in a competition, commonly known as a “no height” (NH). Functionally, these scores represent the same as 
vaulting “zero” in competition. In an attempt to prevent these scores of zero skewing the correlative data, performance and 
scores were averaged for each participant then compared across participants.  

An alternate analysis was then performed to address NH data in a different fashion that represented them as individual 
observation results without skewing the data set. This was done by ordering all of the performances for each athlete from highest 
to lowest (PerfRank) and comparing that order to the corresponding order of warmup scores (SRank), warmup scores except the 
first (SE1Rank), last three warmup scores (SL3Rank), and the total number of warmup vaults (TWUVRank) via Spearman’s rank 
correlation. 

j       
RESULTS 
Across 16 participants over the course of seven competitions, a total of 60 observations took place, with 15 resulting in a NH. 
The Pearson correlation between performance and TWUV (Figure 2) was significant, while no significant relationships were 
found between performance and Score, ScoreE1, or ScoreL3 (Table 2).  
When comparing the data rank wise, significant Spearman’s correlations were found between PerfRank and SRank, as well as 
PerfRank and SE1Rank, while no significant relationships were found between PerfRank and SL3Rank or TWUVRank (Table 2). 
 

Figure 1. Pole vault stages and corresponding vault completeness scores. (Original photo) 
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Table 2. Correlative results. r – Pearson correlation coefficient, p – level of significance,  – Spearman’s correlation coefficient, S – average score of all warmup 
vaults, SE1 – average score of all warmup vaults except the first, SL3 – average score of the last three warmup vaults only, TWUV – total warmup vaults, Rank – 
rank order highest to lowest, * - Significant result (p .05), aDegrees of freedom = 14, bDegrees of freedom = 58. 

Figure 2. Scatterplot and trendline showing Pearson correlation between Total Warmup Vaults and Performance. 
 

 
 

 

 

 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this study support the hypothesis that better performance during warmups, as measured by vault completeness, is 
associated with better performance in competition. They also support the hypothesis that taking more total warmup vaults is 
associated with better competition performance.  

Participants’ best scores during the warmup period significantly correlated with their best competition performances. This was 
true when comparing the average of all the warmup jumps in a given competition as well as the average of all except the first 
warmup jump. When considering the number of warmup vaults taken before competition, participants who took more warmup 
jumps, on average, performed better in competitions over the course of the study. Had competition performance been a measure 
of the height vaulted, this result could easily have been attributed to confounding differences between participants. However, 
because performance was measured as a ratio comparing participants’ performance to their own PR, this explanation is less likely. 

One important feature to consider is the role NHs take within the interpretation of the results. NHs present a unique problem in 
that they are a qualitative representation of performance while all other marks are quantitative. This makes them challenging to 
draw meaningful comparisons between the associated data. To incorporate NHs as vaulting a height of “zero” would skew the 
data, while removing them from the data set altogether would lead to the consideration of only a “higher performance” subset of 
what actually occurs in competition. Either of these could explain why the Pearson correlations between performance and 
warmup scores failed to reach significance while the Spearman rank order correlations did. Including NHs in the average 
performance of each vaulter does create a useful means of comparison, but it also eliminates their significance as distinct 
observations which may lead to their influence being underrepresented. In light of this, there was still a significant Pearson 
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correlation between performance and TWUV suggesting the effect was robust enough be present despite the data being averaged. 
In a similar manner, the Spearman’s correlations between PerfRank and TWUVRank as well as SL3Rank were insignificant. This 
is likely due to the nature of the variables themselves. With TWUV ranging from 5-8, ranking led to a large number of ties. The 
same was true with SL3, where ranking the average of only three vaults led to a large number of ties. 

It is worth noting that, while some of the relationships did reach significance, their correlation coefficients were not particularly 
high. The variables were compared using linear correlation, but it is entirely possible these relationships are more complex and 
require different analyses. Perhaps with longer observation periods constituting multiple pole vault seasons and a larger sample, 
the relationships will be better characterized for consideration of non-linear comparisons of the variables.  

Low warmup vault scores suggest that a participant was unable to complete vaults due to inadequate performance of the 
preceding stages of the attempt. This is likely due to unfamiliarity with aspects of the competition environment relevant to proper 
execution of the earlier stages of the vault e.g. reaching a desired take-off target with unfamiliar cues.7,13 It may also be due to 
conditions external to the physical competition but still within the environment itself such as crowd size, temperature, time of 
year, stakes of the competition, skill of the competitors, etc. When considering the high level of experience participants have with 
the event, an environmental explanation becomes even more likely. This would suggest that those who had high warmup vault 
scores not only had higher environmental familiarity, but that this translated to better performance in competition, as the results 
support. In this context, it is worth noting that all of the data in the present study came from the same facility, an indoor 
fieldhouse which is the participants’ most common place of competition (i.e., their “home” location). A valuable direction of 
future research would be to repeat this study at different competition venues to see if the effects are enhanced in alternate 
environments. 

The main limitations of the study come from the challenge presented by analyzing NH data. To limit skewing the data, 
performances were averaged within participants at the expense of the representativeness of each individual observation. To 
combat this, performance was analyzed in terms of rank. This allowed the representation of NH data, but at the expense of 
analyzing relationships based on the magnitude of difference. A future direction of research could be collecting more data and 
using it to create a model by which NHs can represent a nonzero performance that can be meaningfully compared to others. 
Collecting more data may also help address the correlation coefficients of the significant findings and help to further characterize 
their relationship. To avoid adding any potential stress to the athletes, because data was collected in NCAA sanctioned 
competition, active involvement of participants in the research by way of surveys/questionnaires was not requested. Because of 
this, other factors such as weight, length, and flex of poles being used, documenting when each athlete switched poles, reflecting 
on warmups/competition performance, etc., were not considered. Future research observing athletes in unofficial competitions or 
practice would allow this limitation to be addressed.  
 
CONCLUSION 
To more effectively utilize warmup periods, coaches and athletes should consider adopting practices that focus on familiarizing 
oneself with their competition environment or simulating the competition environment during practice. Some examples of this 
may include: using the same runway and landing area that will be used in competition, recreating potential competition scenarios, 
taking more vaults from a full approach, using a competition bar in practice instead of a bungee, setting the standards to what an 
athlete normally uses in competition, and giving coaching instructions as one would in a competition. While these results do 
provide valuable insight into pole vault performance, it should be acknowledged that participants in the study constituted only a 
sample and attended the same university, experiencing similar training and coaching. When considering warmups, participants’ 
best vault completeness scores coincided with their best competition performance scores. Also, participants who took more 
warmup jumps on average performed better in competition. 
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PRESS SUMMARY 
The pole vault is a track and field even where athletes use a long pole to launch themselves high in the air over a bar. In a pole 
vault competition, athletes have the opportunity to warm up in the same area and perform the same motions they will in the 
competition. The aim of this research was to determine if there was a link between an athlete’s performance in warmups and in 
competition. After observing collegiate pole vaulters and tracking their performances, a link was found. Athletes who performed 
better in warmups also performed better in the competition. Also, athletes who took more practice runs performed better. These 
findings indicate that certain aspects of the warmup process could be important to an athlete’s success in a competition. If 
athletes and coaches were to focus on key factors such as simulating the competition environment in practice and focusing on 
completing warmup vaults, they may have better performances.  
 
 

 

 


